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Dear CHP Supporter
Specify which news you would like
to receive from the Park...
Quick Links
http://www.carolinahorsepark.com
http://www.facebook.com/carolinahorsepark
http://twitter.com/#!/theHorsePark

Save
$$

LAST
CHANCE!
Friend of the Park
Membership rates
will increase in
2015 by $25 to
$100 for a renewal
and $125 for a first
time member.

$75 for Renewals and $100 for First
Timers only valid through Dec 2014.

Merry Christmas and Happy
Holidays!
It's been a whirlwind year at CHP,
and we're so looking forward to all
the great things 2015 has in store.
As we look back at some of the
recent highlights and anticipate what
is coming up, we'd love to hear what
some of the best moments at the
Park were for you in 2014. Do you
have favorite pictures, sentiments or CHP: Field of Dreams
memories of competing at CHP,
volunteering, or simply spectating?
Share them with us!
We want to also say thank you to each and every one of you
for your support, enthusiasm, and participation over this last
year. Our Park is just that.... all of ours... and we wouldn't
have it any other way. So thank you, Happy Holidays, and
Merry Christmas!
Share info and stay updated: Connect with CHP on
Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn, and Tumblr.

"Technical Delegating" with Tim Murray
This month we had coffee with Tim Murray to
discuss the job of "Technical Delegate" -- a
critical part of any recognized Horse Trials
event. Murray has been a licensed TD for two
years but has worked in the position for
unrecognized events for over four years. Even
as a full time lawyer in Boston, Murray still

finds time to ride himself and travel south to
Southern Pines almost every weekend from
January to April.
CHP: Tim, let's start at the top: In general
terms, what is a Technical Delegate?
Tim Murray: A TD is the one who oversees the
competition and makes sure it is run in accordance
with USEA (United States Equestrian Association)
rules and standards. As a TD, I work very closely
with the President of the Ground Jury and the
Course Designer. If there are questions about
scoring, refusals or other things, it is not ultimately
my decision, but I am the one who investigates
it. One of the biggest aspects of the TD's job is to
be on the ground the day before. You walk all the
cross country courses, you measure all the jumps,
and make sure jumps are the right level and
appropriate.
CHP: When did you get involved in this aspect
of the sport?
Murray: I ride and compete myself, and I love the
Tim Murray with Volunteer, Susan Firth
sport. As I get older and compete less, this is a
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good way to stay involved. It also fits well within my
other profession as a lawyer -- interpreting rules essentially.
CHP: What makes TD'ing at CHP different from other venues for you?
Murray: I know the Park really well. I also have never had any major concerns with the Park [in
regards to organization, course design, etc]. I have complete comfort in the Park, and I have to say,
that it is such a wonderful team. The Park, in particular, is all about safety, the education of the horses,
and the overall experience. They really bend over backwards to make it a positive experience for
everyone. Another thing that is different about the Park is the volunteers-- the fence judges in
particular who come back time after time after time. I know a lot of them now, and that makes it fun. By
and large, I can really trust them; they know what they are doing. They definitely do it for love of the
sport, and the Horse Park is very good to their volunteers. That makes a huge difference.
CHP: What is your favorite part of being TD -- the highlight of any given weekend?
Murray: One of the highlights is always working with a good organizer and secretary and President. It
can be a lot of fun. You are always working with characters and it is the chuckles you get at the end of
the weekend recapping the crazy things that are said and done. It is also great to end a competition
where nothing major goes wrong.
CHP: What is the most challenging aspect?
Murray: I think the most challenging aspect is dealing with competitors who have a different
perspective on what actually happened even after I have investigated the situation. For example, if
someone gave them a refusal and they don't believe they, in fact, did anything wrong. It is in the heat
of the moment, and they often cannot believe they did that. That is one of the most difficult things-walking that line: letting them know that you have looked at it and that this is how it is, in a way that is
not off-putting or antagonistic.
CHP: What kind of person do you think it takes to be a TD? What would you say to a
person interested in becoming a TD?
Murray: It takes someone who is not afraid to do some work. The day before the event there is a lot of
walking and measuring -- it isn't just the cross country, but it is the show jumping, the dressage, you

have to inspect the stabling. It is someone who enjoys promoting the sport and making sure it is a
safe, fair competition for everybody. What I would tell someone who is interested, is to look into being
a technical delegate at an unrecognized event. I think that is actually the best experience you can get.
To be a good TD, you need to be a good listener. You need to be willing to let the competitor tell their
story rather than jumping to an assumption. When there is a real question the competitor always gets
the benefit of the doubt.
For anyone interested in becoming a TD, please visit the USEA website
to find out about their once-a-year training and apprentice programs.

The Ins and Outs of CHP's New
Sustaining Patron Program
The Carolina Horse Park raises over 85% of its annual
operating costs through its extensive, annual schedule of
events. As a non-profit organization, that percentage is truly
remarkable and points to just how efficiently and
conscientiously the Park manages its budget and finances.
It is the 15% shortfall, however, [which is approximately
$200,000 annually) that necessitates the Park reaching out
to the community each year in the Annual Appeal and other
fundraising ventures to meet its basic operating costs along
with any needed capital improvements. This year's annual
fundraising, however, sees CHP starting something new:
In another mark of the Park's commitment to evolution and
growth, the Board of Directors has decided to begin a Sustaining Patron Program moving forward.
Sustaining Patrons will be participants who have committed to a significant financial obligation in a
multi-year program -- typically three to five years.
"This will be a wonderful tool for the Park to be able to plan and budget from," shares Claire Reid, one
of the six Fundraising Committee Members. As an integral part of CHP's history and with a
commitment to its future, Reid is enthusiastic about what this program means for the Park, "It is much
different when you can plan on donations, rather than hope for them each year. This will make a big
difference."
Where the Sustaining Patron Program asks for large, ongoing sums, the Annual Appeal will continue
to reach out to the community at large giving them the opportunity to support the Park through smaller,
one time donations.
"Both the Annual Appeal and the Sustaining Patrons Programs are incredibly important to the Park,"
shares Maureen Grippa, CHP Executive Director. "Having both these programs allows our donors to
consider the planned giving that works best for them. With the opportunity for donors to participate
and contribute for multiple years (options include three, four, or five years), we hope to provide a
dependable, ongoing source of funding to allow the Park to concentrate on growing and diversifying
our calendar of outstanding events year after year."
Reid, who is an avid driver, says that CHP was one of the big reasons she moved to the area. The
Park, along with extensive open land like the Walthour Moss Foundation, make this area unique to the
country and even to the world, according to Reid, and is a critical part of why equestrians make the
Sandhills their home. "Commitment to our sport means commitment to our Park," says Reid, "This is a
way to extend our board, essentially, and look financially to a larger community."
To inquire about becoming a Sustaining Patron or information on how to donate through the Annual
Appeal, call the Park at 910.875.2074 or donate online by Clicking Here.

STAFF SPOTLIGHT: Angie Nesser: Assistant Facilities Manager
Angie was born and raised in Waverly, Ohio and after graduating high school with honors
worked many different jobs. Those jobs included waitressing, office management, construction,

landscaping, wife, and mother. Angie volunteered her time and physical labor on different occasions
while visiting her father, Dan, [CHP Facilities Manager] over the years to help with construction of the
Montrose Road office. She was here for the office move from downtown
Southern Pines to Five Points also. Her favorite job at the Horse Park,
back then, was mowing with the old tractor & bushog.
She lived and worked in Northern and Southern Ohio, and also
Kentucky before she made the permanent move to North Carolina in
2012. Because Angie would rather be working outside than in an office,
while doing construction work elsewhere, she volunteered her services
when needed at the Horse Park over the next year. She was a very
capable "go-for" during the 2013 Stoneybrook Steeplechase and took
phone calls, reservations and ticket money in the hectic office. She
worked in the 30+ degree weather repairing and painting jumps for the
CIC. She has been the gate person and rail-setter in stadium for the
events on that side of the road countless times in all seasons.
Two daughters are among the family that Angie visits in Ohio while she
builds her new life and career in Aberdeen, North Carolina. She is
looking forward to spending time with the many new friends she has
made here, her brother and niece in Vass, and is thrilled to have the opportunity to help the Carolina
Horse Park grow to its potential.

Join Us For The First Show in NC's 'Winter to Spring' Hunter/Jumper Circuit!

Are you planning an excursion to the Park this weekend? Come on out to see the last event of the
CHP 2014 season and the first show of the 'Winter to Spring' H/J Circuit - the Triangle Sandhills
Holiday Classic 'A' H/J Show! Produced by Glenn and Joan Petty and their Triangle Farms, this show
will take place on the beautiful CHP grounds from December 4-7 and be followed by a series of six
more shows in 2015 -- two of which will be held at CHP as well. All shows will be organized and
managed by Triangle Farms Inc.
As with almost every event at CHP, this show is FREE and open to the public to come and watch.
Vendors will be present and the weather is supposed to be fantastic! For more information or to see a
prize list, visit Triangle Farms website.

Winter Schooling Days Coming Up!
Need a break from your well-worn arena? Want
to kick the winter chills and work up a sweat?
Practice on championship level grounds and give
both you and your horse valuable experience
without the pressure of competition. Come out to
the Park in January and February for our much
anticipated winter schooling days!
Find all the info HERE
Wed, January 7
Wed, January 21
Wed, February 11
Sat, February 28

Cabin Branch Eventing Series RESULTS
The second annual Cabin Branch Event Series awards ceremony took place November 9 and
crowned the following winners! Congratulations to all participants and we look forward to
next year's CBES!
- Training: Jill Stewart (Rainz)
- Novice: Andrew McConnon (Murphy)
- B Novice: Leslie Baldwin (Sunday Surprise)
- Maiden: Amy Potts (Sweet T)
- Green as Grass: Gigi Secky (Griffin)
- TEAM: Kinship Krew
Kristi Meyer (Sir Oliver Plunkett)
Amy Potts (Sweet T)
Gigi Secky (Griffin)
Cornelia Winters (Ziggy Stardust)

CHP Volunteer Corner

Congratulations to the two volunteers named
at the recent Volunteer of the Year awards
ceremony!
Volunteer of the Year - Mary Strasser
Competitor Volunteer of the Year - Jennifer
Shattuck
As always, contact Pat Gibson, if you would
like to volunteer or need more
information: pgibson@embarqmail.com or
(910) 695-6206. You can also check out the
different opportunities and how to get involved
on our website:
www.carolinhorsepark.com/volunteers

Sync Your Calendar:
What's coming up in December/January
Triangle Sandhills Holiday Classic "A" H/J Show: December 4-7
Winter Schooling Day: January 7
Pipe Opener I CT: January 17
Winter Schooling Day: January 21
(February Winter Schooling Dates: Wed, Feb 11 and Sat, Feb 28)
----------------------SAVE THE DATES! The Carolina International CIC and Horse Trial: March 19-22
Stoneybrook Steeplechase: April 4
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